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I

n the post–Cold War era, it is tempting to see the threat of

remain capable of retaliating with hundreds of nuclear missiles

nuclear war between the United States and Russia as remote:

within a matter of minutes of a perceived attack. The use of a single

Both nations’ nuclear arsenals have shrunk since their Cold War

nuclear missile in a populated area would be devastating; the use

peaks, and neither nation is actively threatening the other with

of substantial fractions of U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals could

war. A number of analysts, however, warn of the risk of an inadver-

trigger a global catastrophe. Understanding how miscalculations

tent nuclear conflict between the United States and Russia—that

and misperceptions can lead to the use of nuclear weapons is an

is, a conflict that begins when one nation misinterprets an event

important step toward reducing the probability of an inadvertent

(such as a training exercise, a weather phenomenon, or a malfunc-

nuclear conflict.

tion) as an indicator of a nuclear attack or a provocation. According

At present, the United States does not appear to have a consis-

to recently declassified documents, the United States and Russia

tently used method for assessing the risk of inadvertent nuclear war.

came dangerously close to an inadvertent nuclear conflict in 1983,

To address this gap, this report synthesizes key points from the lit-

when Soviet leaders temporarily misinterpreted a NATO exercise—

erature on the pathways by which, and the conditions under which,

code-named Able Archer—as a cover for a nuclear strike (Jones,

misinterpretations could lead to a nuclear strike, either by U.S. or

Blanton, and Harper, 2015).

Russian forces. By shedding light on these risks, this report hopes

While U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals may be diminished,
they are still by far the largest in the world, and both nations

to inform decisionmakers about measures that both nations can
take to reduce the probability of an inadvertent nuclear conflict.

Three Pathways to an Inadvertent Nuclear

raised nuclear alert levels and engaged in a standoff. But another

Conflict

dangerous possibility, especially with regard to an inadvertent

This report uses simple fault tree models—top-down, graphi-

conflict, is a one-sided crisis—for example, the 1983 Able Archer

cal depictions—to examine three primary scenarios in which an

incident, in which only one side perceived (or misperceived) the

inadvertent nuclear conflict is a possible outcome: an early warning

situation as a crisis.

system’s false alarm; an escalation of a conventional conflict in Russia’s “near abroad” (i.e., in a former Soviet Union state, a Russian

Early Warning False Alarm Scenario

ally near Russia, or another area near Russia deemed critical to its

Both the United States and Russia have systems in place to warn

national security interests); or a false indication of a nuclear attack

of missile attacks. These systems have traditionally included both

by Russia’s “Dead Hand” system, an automated system that allows

satellites (to detect hot plume gases from a missile launch) and

for a nuclear launch without oversight or real-time commands from

radar (to detect missiles flying through space). Because both satel-

national leadership. An early warning false alarm could lead to a

lite and radar sensors are susceptible to false positives, these early

nuclear launch by either U.S. or Russian forces, but the other two

warning systems look for events that resemble a missile launch on

scenarios involve a launch by only Russian forces.

both satellite and radar systems, at the same time. If an indication
of an attack seems sufficiently convincing, leaders are contacted and

An important underlying factor in all three scenarios is the ebb
and flow of tension levels between the United States and Russia. It

briefed on the situation and then must decide whether to launch

is generally assumed that the risk of nuclear use, accidental or oth-

their own missiles in response.
Ideally, having to corroborate an event on both satellite and

erwise, is higher during a conventional conflict or during a period
of increased tension or crisis: In both of these situations, leaders

radar systems—known as dual phenomenology—allows system

may be more psychologically or strategically predisposed to launch

operators to screen out false alarms that arise from only satellite or

missiles in response to apparently credible indicators of an attack.

only radar sensors. This process, however, does not prevent false

The closest we have come to a nuclear disaster was the Cuban Mis-

alarms from events arising outside the satellite and radar systems

sile Crisis, in which both the United States and Russia (the USSR)

(for example, a 1980 NORAD incident in which a faulty computer
chip indicated that missiles were being launched at the United
States) or from events that could produce genuine-seeming launch
indications on both satellite and radar systems (for example, from
the proliferation of various types of ballistic missiles around the

Both the United States and Russia have
systems in place to warn of missile attacks.

world, or from U.S. conventional prompt global strike weapons
using repurposed intercontinental ballistic missiles [ICBMs]).
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What Might a Future Early Warning False Alarm Look Like?

This Perspective represents the various pathways for a false

This scenario could take place over the next three years: Falling

alarm scenario for both nations in one fault tree (Figure 1), given

oil and gas prices make it difficult for Russia to maintain its early

the assumption that both Russia and the United States have similar

warning system components. One of the northern-facing Rus-

procedures to respond to early warning alarms and use roughly

sian radars begins failing some of its reliability tests, and a month

analogous categories of low-, mid-, and high-level alarm events. The

later the Russian early warning satellite constellation loses its only

outcome of concern here, of course, is the launch of nuclear missiles

geostationary satellite. A combination of technical problems and

when one country mistakenly concludes that it is under attack by

budget pressures prevent either a radar overhaul or a launch of

the other.
As shown in the second level of the tree, a launch in response

a replacement satellite for at least a year. Two months after the
geostationary satellite loss, one of several remaining Russian early

to a false alarm could occur either during a U.S.-Russian crisis or

warning satellites in a highly elliptical Molniya orbit detects flares

during a period of low tension. The next layer in the tree shows

of some kind in the area of the ICBM fields in the northern United

that a launch in response to a false alarm could occur if a midlevel

States. At that moment, the satellite is the only component of the

false alarm is promoted to a high level and involves senior national

Russian early warning satellite constellation that is in an orbital

leadership who choose a launch response. Each of those steps in the

position allowing it to see the northern United States. The satel-

decision process for false alarms has an associated node in the fault

lite cannot immediately determine whether the flares are due to

tree that is a key risk factor in the model. That all applies to both

launches at ICBM bases or to something else, such as fires at oil

crisis and noncrisis periods. However, as is shown farther down

or gas facilities in the same region, or perhaps the reflection of

the tree, during crisis conditions, the effective total rate of false

sunlight off high-altitude clouds. The satellite is able to transmit its

alarms includes both midlevel false alarm events and any low-level

flare-detection signal to other parts of the Russian early warning

events whose resolution (identification as a false alarm) cannot be

system, alerting system operators in Russia. However, the Russian

completed before the “use them or lose them” point where a launch

satellite is then struck by orbital debris, and it instantly ceases com-

response decision needs to be made by leaders.1
Two key risk factors in the early warning false alarm scenario

munication with Russian early warning system operators. Russian
early warning system operators must quickly decide what to tell

are whether there is a perceived crisis at any point in time and

their leaders. Did the satellite detect a launch of U.S. ICBMs? Was

how likely Russia would be to assume either a launch-on-warning

the loss of communications capabilities caused by sabotage? Could

or launch-under-attack posture. Both postures rely on launching

Russian radar systems rule out the possibility of incoming ICBMs?

missiles in response to a perceived attack once attack indicators are

These questions could be quite serious during a period of seeming

provided and before the perceived attack is expected to affect or

calm between the United States and Russia, but they would be

disable command and communications capabilities (that is, neither

especially urgent during a period of heightened tension or crisis.

posture relies on “riding out” an attack before launching a counter3

Figure 1. Fault Tree for Launch Response to False Indicators of Missile Attack
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attack). The primary difference between the two postures is in the

systems look for include a terrorist launch of rockets resembling

level of evidence required to pass the signal detection threshold for

those of either the United States or Russia. These could be the

an attack indication (at which point “decision time” begins), as well

actual nuclear-armed rockets of either nation or a nonnuclear mis-

as the amount of time required to obtain that level of evidence.

sile, such as the one launched by Norway in 1995, in an attempt

Some Russian analysts have argued that it is better for Russia to

to fool the system. Cyberattacks by terrorists or other actors could

be able to launch its weapons on warning of a U.S. attack rather

also target early warning or command and control systems (Fritz,

than in a responsive second strike (Quinlivan and Oliker, 2011,

2009). Previous analysis, however, suggests that the probability of

p. 25). This would ensure the deterrent value of Russian nuclear

a nuclear terrorist attack triggering an early warning false alarm

forces, despite the possibility that Russian forces would not survive

would be low in comparison to other events (Barrett, Baum, and

a disarming first strike. Similar arguments led to the original devel-

Hostetler, 2013), though the possibility still ought to be accounted

opment and potential use of launch-on-warning postures by the

for by U.S. and Russian leaders and early warning system operators.

United States and the USSR during the Cold War. All else equal, a

Terrorists and other intelligent adversaries might try to use unex-

launch-on-warning posture generally has a higher potential for false

pected means to exploit early warning systems and responses.

indications of attack than a launch-under-attack posture, which

Certain U.S. conventional prompt global strike scenarios

requires more early warning information (from a larger number of

could be a source of false indicators of attack aimed only at Russia

independent sensor systems).

(Podvig, 2006a, pp. 75–77; Podvig, 2006b; Committee on Con-

Historically, a range of events have led to false alarms, and dif-

ventional Prompt Global Strike Capability, 2008). These scenarios

ferent parts of the early warning system are susceptible to different

include the use of U.S. ICBMs or SLBMs converted to conven-

kinds of false alarms, as illustrated by four well-known instances:

tional warheads while retaining ballistic trajectories, which critics

the 1979 incident in which a training tape inadvertently played

argue could resemble (to Russian early warning systems) nuclear

on NORAD early warning system computers, indicating a large

ICBM and SLBM attacks, especially if the warheads’ projected

Soviet missile strike (an example of system operator error); the 1980

flight paths were to cross over or near Russia. Although Russian

NORAD computer chip incident described above (a communica-

satellites and radar might be able to determine that only one missile

tion system component failure); the 1983 incident in which Russian

was being launched, or that the U.S. warhead’s ballistic trajectory

satellites mistook reflected sunlight for an indication of an ICBM

would not strike a target in Russia, Russian leaders still might have

launch; and the 1995 Norwegian rocket launch, which apparently

significant concerns. For example, perhaps Russian leaders become

resembled a submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM) launch

concerned that the U.S. “conventional strike” is actually a ruse

on Russian radar.
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for a debilitating electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attack on Russia.

Potential future attack scenarios that could be mistaken for

(Similar Russian EMP-strike concerns were apparently the basis

the ICBM or SLBM attacks that U.S. and Russian early warning

for the surprisingly high-level attention given to the single rocket
5

launched in the 1995 Norwegian rocket incident.3) The United

enly crosses these thresholds (Morgan et al., 2008). A mistake like

States has also been developing launch or reentry vehicles with non-

this could occur because leaders have given subordinate forces

ballistic trajectories, whose use could be easier for Russian satellites

inappropriate rules of engagement, or because of poor discipline,

and radar to distinguish from traditional U.S. nuclear ICBMs and

or because otherwise well-prepared operators make some kind of

SLBMs. However, if these weapons are used in a way that Russia

error—for example, bombing the wrong targets or straying across

perceives as an attack, they could pose essentially the same false

geographical boundaries (Morgan et al., 2008, p. xiv).

alarm hazards as an ICBM- or SLBM-based conventional prompt
What Might a Future Inadvertent Escalation Involving U.S.

global strike.

and Russian Forces Look Like?
Inadvertent or Accidental Escalation of a

This scenario could take place in eight years: Multiple nations have

Conventional Conflict Scenario

increased their exploitation of undersea oil and gas in the Arctic.

Any future conventional conflict with a nuclear power, Russia

Russian, Canadian, and Norwegian civilian firms jostle for access

or otherwise, has the potential to escalate into a nuclear conflict

to part of a newly identified undersea oil reservoir, which is in an

(Morgan et al., 2008; Morgan, 2012). Inadvertent escalation from

area where new national claims have been recently made but not

conventional operations to use of nuclear weapons could occur if

settled. Russian, Canadian, and Norwegian naval vessels are all

leaders do not predict ways in which their ordered conventional

in the area. In foggy weather, a Norwegian military vessel strikes

operations “come into direct contact with the nuclear forces of an

a Russian military vessel, causing minor injuries and damage.

adversary and substantially affect the victim’s confidence in his

Russian leaders protest and move more vessels to the area, while

future ability to operate these forces in ways that he had counted

Norwegian leaders claim that Russian leaders misinterpreted an

upon” (Posen, 1991, p. 2). This could be especially likely when

unfortunate accident. Several NATO members conducting Arctic

conventional attacks have “degraded the basic nuclear retaliatory

gas exploration move additional naval vessels near the area to help

capability of the victim—his second strike capability,” but other

protect their own civilian vessels. The next time Norwegian civilian

actions could also be viewed as major escalation—for instance,

vessels move into the disputed area, accompanied by Norwegian

conventional damage to early warning systems of a nation depen-

naval vessels, Russian vessels fire warning shots. The Norwegian

dent on launch-on-warning postures (Posen, 1991, p. 2). Essen-

vessels do not turn back, waiting for directions from superiors, and

tially, one side could inadvertently place the other in a “use them

the Russian vessels move quickly to demonstrations of force involv-

or lose them” position, where the second side may indeed use its

ing actual targeting of the Norwegian vessels, killing both civilians

nuclear forces for preemptive, damage-limitation purposes. Acci-

and naval officers. Other NATO member vessels respond, firing

dental escalation is a situation in which leaders understand escala-

on the Russian vessels. The next day, two of the NATO members

tion thresholds well enough but some part of their forces mistak-

invoke NATO articles, calling on other NATO members to consult
6

and take action, and most NATO countries take steps to close their

an enemy’s “salient” escalation thresholds, and explicitly state what

embassies in Russia in the face of popular unrest. Russia responds

actions the United States would consider to be seriously escalatory.

by moving more naval forces into the disputed area, moving land

If escalation thresholds are sufficiently clarified, then both sides

and air forces near NATO-member borders with Russia, and clos-

face the difficult decision of whether to effect deliberate escalation,

ing its own embassies in Western capitals. The situation simmers

or how to design escalation mechanisms, but at least neither would

for three days. Then, for unrelated reasons, there is a collapse of

be blundering into escalation situations unknowingly.

the government in Ukraine, which had been quite friendly with

Escalation events could result in the use of nonstrategic or

Russia during that Ukrainian presidential administration. Both

small nuclear weapons in a theater of conflict near Russia, rather

NATO members and Russia move small numbers of troops into

than in the use of larger, strategic nuclear weapons that could be

the country, mainly into specific areas with relatively large numbers

launched via ICBMs at the United States. However, this Perspec-

of stranded travelers, expatriates, and sympathetic Ukrainians—

tive posits that it is possible that Russian nonstrategic nuclear use

though each side also suspects the other of sneaky preparations to

could lead to the use of strategic nuclear weapons (see Figure 2).

gain control. (Little of the discussion and coordination between

During the Cold War, it was often assumed that the use of non-

NATO members and Russia that normally would take place to

strategic nuclear weapons would eventually escalate to East-West

prevent misunderstandings can be arranged, because of the Arctic

strategic nuclear exchanges (Quinlivan and Oliker, 2011, p. 72). In

crisis.) The forces in Ukraine begin to fire on one another, first spo-

the current environment, the use of nonstrategic nuclear weapons

radically as they encounter each other’s locations, then in earnest as

by Russia would not necessarily lead to the use of strategic nuclear

Russian forces move in an attempt to encircle Kiev. As part of an

weapons, because this might be seen as further escalation. How-

effort to dislodge Russian forces, NATO air forces target Russian

ever, there seems to be a recognition within Russia of brinkman-

command and control nodes in the region. Russian leaders inter-

ship hazards—namely, that Russian nuclear use could get out of

pret that as an attempt to deny Russia an option of using theater

hand and result in further escalation (Quinlivan and Oliker, 2011,

nuclear weapons, which Russians view as grounds for a nuclear

p. 72).

response (something that NATO planners did not expect when

Analysts have argued that there would be substantial risks of

they ordered the air attacks on Russian command and control).

inadvertent escalation in certain conflicts between U.S. or NATO

Inadvertent escalation can occur in part because it is often
difficult to “divine” what acts an adversary will consider to be a
provocation meriting a nuclear response (Morgan et al., 2008,

It is possible that Russian nonstrategic
nuclear use could lead to the use of strategic
nuclear weapons.

p. xiii). Some analysts argue that in order for the United States to
manage the risks of inadvertent escalation, it is necessary to clarify
thresholds on all sides of a conflict, use intelligence to determine
7

Figure 2. Fault Tree for Russian Strategic Launch After U.S. Escalation Past Russian Nuclear Threshold
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forces and Russian forces. The risks could be especially great in

state’s existence would depend on the intensity, breadth, and nature

conflicts involving Russia’s near abroad, which could pit Russia’s

of the strikes, as well as other factors, such as avoidance of humili-

perceived interests and resurgent assertiveness against expand-

ation and preservation of Russia’s international prestige (Morgan,

ing NATO security commitments to states near Russia’s borders

2012, p. 39). As a result of changes in Russian military and nuclear

(Morgan, 2012, pp. 18, 34–35, 40). Similar potential flashpoints

doctrines, there is some uncertainty about the circumstances under

include Ukraine, as well as Estonia and Latvia, the new NATO

which Russia would consider using nuclear weapons, as well as the

members and Baltic states (Morgan, 2012, pp. 35, 40). Conflicts

type of nuclear weapons it would consider using (Quinlivan and

could also occur over exploitation of newly accessible energy

Oliker, 2011, p. xii).
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reserves in the Arctic (Morgan, 2012, p. 35). There is a significant

According to its military doctrine, Russia could also use

chance that either Russian or Western leaders would engage in

nuclear weapons in response to a conventional attack on its allies, if

escalatory actions while assuming that the other side would back

the attack were to pose a threat to the existence of that ally (Quinli-

down, fearing the runaway consequences of further escalation

van and Oliker, 2011, pp. xi, 18–19, 69). Similarly, Russia states an

(Morgan, 2012, p. 37).

explicit interest in protecting Russian citizens, “wherever they may

Standard Western doctrines employed against Russian forces

be,” and countries with whom it has “shared historical relations”

in Russia’s near abroad or in Russia could result in considerable

(Quinlivan and Oliker, 2011, p. 71). Escalation to Russian nuclear

risks of inadvertent escalation, even if all sides would like to avoid

use might not occur for these reasons, given Russia’s understanding

escalation (Morgan, 2012, pp. 37–38). For instance, a hypothetical

of the risks involved, but it would be a possibility (Quinlivan and

NATO intervention in a conflict on Russia’s border would likely

Oliker, 2011, p. 69).

entail an air campaign against Russian military targets. If NATO
air commanders followed U.S. Air Force and joint doctrine, they

Dead Hand (Perimeter) Scenario

would seek to establish air supremacy by aggressively attacking

Cold War concerns about the survivability of Russian leadership

Russia’s air defense system, and they would strike key Russian

and their nuclear command and control systems in the event of a

command and control nodes (Morgan, 2012, pp. 37–38). Rus-

U.S. first strike purportedly led to the development, in the 1980s,

sian nuclear doctrine states that nuclear weapons can be deployed

of “dead hand”5 mechanisms and procedures, also known as Perim-

in response to the use of conventional weapons that “threaten the

eter. These allow for a Russian nuclear response to an attack with-

very existence of the state” (Morgan, 2012, p. 38). Russia could

out the need for real-time launch commands from Russian national

use some of its inventory of tactical nuclear weapons to dissuade

leadership (Blair, 1995, pp. 51–56; Yarynich, 2003, pp. 156–166;

further Western advances or deescalate a conflict, despite NATO’s

Podvig, 2004, pp. 65–66; Thompson, 2009). The Dead Hand sys-

conventional superiority (Morgan, 2012, pp. 38–39). Russian

tem was intended to enable a retaliatory response in the event that

perception of whether NATO’s strikes would threaten the Russian

nuclear weapons had decapitated Soviet leadership.
9

Western analysts have disagreed about how far development

tially a Russian defense official who had moved into the bunker

and implementation efforts on the Dead Hand system went. Some

at the beginning of the crisis) would make the final decision on

feel (Blair, 1995, p. 56) that the Dead Hand procedures were devel-

whether to launch nuclear weapons at the United States, the opera-

oped but only partially deployed, while others argue that the pro-

tor would have little information to work with beyond the system’s

cedures were more extensively deployed. It may seem strange that

indications of nuclear detonation detection or communication-link

so little information has been available in the West about whether

failure.

Russia ever built or implemented such a system. Indeed, the very
idea of a secret Dead Hand system calls to mind the absurdly dan-

What Might a Future Russian Dead Hand Scenario Look Like?

gerous “doomsday machine” in the 1964 movie Dr. Strangelove or:

This is a potential Russian Dead Hand scenario: First, presum-

How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb. As Strangelove

ably, Russian leaders perceive a crisis with the United States. The

himself points out, such a system will be useless for deterring West-

United States has perhaps reinstated European Phased Adaptive

ern attack if Western decisionmakers do not know that the system

Array (EPAA) Phase 4 interceptor missile defense development, and

exists. However, the most important audience for the Dead Hand

disagreements over oil and gas negotiations erupt into a standoff

system’s existence may have been Russian, not Western: Dead

between Russia and multiple NATO members. Along with raising

Hand systems were intended to give Russian generals sufficient

nuclear alert levels, Russian leaders secretly institute Dead Hand

confidence in Russia’s assured-retaliation capability that they would

procedures, giving a designated official in a bunker near Moscow

allow Dead Hand operation as an alternative to preemptive attack

the ability to launch nuclear weapons if the bunker loses commu-

or launch on warning (Blair, 1995, pp. 50–55; Hoffman, 2009,

nications with headquarters and if nuclear detonations are detected

pp. 151–152; Thompson, 2009).

nearby. Although the bunker is connected to headquarters and to

Though details on the Dead Hand system are few, and

nuclear command systems via separate sets of multiple commu-

accounts differ somewhat, the general outline is as follows: A

nications channels, these channels suffer unpredictable problems

network of special sensors detects nuclear detonation by measur-

because of the increased usage load, as well as apparent cyber-

ing light radioactivity, seismic shocks, and atmospheric overpres-

attacks of increasing tempo. Two days after the Russian nuclear

sure. The system would usually be turned off during periods of low

alert, apocalyptic terrorists detonate a nuclear weapon near Wash-

tension but would be enabled in a crisis. If the system detected a

ington, D.C., followed two minutes later by a nuclear attack in the

nuclear detonation (e.g., in the proximity of any of several redun-

Moscow region. The nuclear blast in Moscow triggers Dead Hand

dant nuclear command nodes near Moscow), and if its commu-

nuclear detonation sensors nearby and also severs the communica-

nication links to national leadership went dead, the system would

tions links between the bunker and headquarters (as well as con-

interpret this as evidence of a nuclear attack on Russia. While a

ventional radio and television reception links). However, the blast

human operator in a hardened underground system facility (poten-

does not eliminate all of the bunker’s nuclear command system
10

The possibility of a nuclear terrorist attack being interpreted by Dead Hand sensors as a U.S.
attack might be especially high if terrorists use nuclear weapons constructed by a nuclear
state.
links. The Russian official in the bunker has felt the Moscow blast,

Defense determine the true nature of the event (Tagliaferri et al.,

sees on the system that it registers as a nuclear explosion, and sees

1994, pp. 200–201). On average, approximately eight asteroid

that the communication links to headquarters have gone down (but

detonations with at least one kiloton of equivalent energy occur

does not know about the nuclear blast in Washington). The offi-

each year, and approximately one asteroid detonation with at least

cial’s system console says that all necessary indications that Russia

20 kilotons of equivalent energy occurs each year (Tagliaferri et al.,

is under nuclear attack have been satisfied, and the official is able

1994, p. 201). Although one kiloton is a very low yield as nuclear

to launch Russian nuclear weapons at the United States in the next

weapons go, super-EMP weapons are actually designed to have

hour but must make that decision without any additional informa-

low yields, comparable to those observed in recent North Korean

tion. The possibility of a nuclear terrorist attack being interpreted

nuclear tests, which might have been tests of super-EMP weapons

by Dead Hand sensors as a U.S. attack might be especially high if

(Pry, 2012).

terrorists use nuclear weapons constructed by a nuclear state. Rus-

While the Dead Hand system is a closed network, separate

sian decisionmakers might attribute a nuclear attack to the United

from the Internet, it still has multiple points of vulnerability. For

States even if there were a lack of accompanying ICBM or SLBM

instance, email spoofing could lead to the installation of a virus

attack indications.

on an open network; someone with access to a closed network

Other events that could trigger Dead Hand sensors include

could then unknowingly transfer the virus by way of a removable

meteorite strikes in Russia, whose explosion effects, such as light

computer drive between the two networks. According to a U.S.

and pressure waves, could resemble a nuclear event and cyber-

deputy secretary of defense, in 2008, a foreign intelligence agency

attacks or network failures that result in a of loss of communica-

compromised U.S. classified military systems by inserting into a

tions capabilities (see Figure 3).

U.S. military laptop a removable flash drive infected with a virus

Meteorite impacts with some resemblance to a nuclear explo-

(Lynn, 2010, p. 97). More recently, removable computer drives

sion have occurred in the past. An October 1990 asteroid explo-

reportedly enabled the transfer of a virus between unclassified

sion above the central Pacific Ocean, with energy greater than one

and classified systems, infecting the “cockpits” of U.S. Air Force

kiloton, was originally detected as a potential nuclear event by U.S.

unmanned aerial vehicles (Schactman, 2011a; Schactman, 2011b;

satellites; not until several months later did the Department of

Schactman, 2011c).
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Figure 3. Fault Tree for Russian Launch Because of Dead Hand
Russian strategic nuclear launch because of use of
Perimeter during perceived crisis and in response to
relevant indicators of U.S. nuclear attack on Russia
and

Existence of actual
operational
Perimeter system

Russian perception of crisis-level
U.S.-Russia tensions or
conventional U.S.-Russia conflict

Russian activation of Perimeter
system during perceived crisis
or conventional conflict

False indicators of
nuclear attack as
perceived by Perimeter

Perimeter operator
letting Perimeter
launch proceed

and

Perimeter indicators of U.S. nuclear attack
because of apparent nuclear explosion near
Moscow

Perimeter indicators of U.S. nuclear attack because
of loss of Russian nuclear C2 communications near
same time as apparent nuclear explosion

or

and

Perimeter indicators of U.S. nuclear
attack because of meteoroid strike in
Russia resembling nuclear attack

Perimeter indicators of U.S. nuclear
attack because of nuclear terrorist attack
in Russia

and
Meteoroid strike
near Moscow

Resemblance of
meteoroid strike
to indicators of
U.S. nuclear attack
on Russia

and
Nuclear terrorist
attack near
Moscow

Resemblance of
nuclear terrorist
attack to
indicators of U.S.
nuclear attack on
Russia

NOTE: C2 = command and control.
RAND PE191-3
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Loss of nuclear C2
communications due to
cyberterrorist, criminal
activity, or technical
accident

Timing of loss of
nuclear C2 is in close
proximity to apparent
nuclear detonation

Since mid-2014, events involving Russia, Ukraine, NATO, and the United States suggest a
potential increase in the likelihood of a conventional conflict between Russia and U.S. allies or
partners near Russia.
Another possibility is attack from a third-party nation, such as

Until fairly recently, Russia has operated three or more early

China. Third-party attacks could be particularly dangerous because

warning satellites in highly elliptical earth orbit (HEO) and one

they could be likely to involve near-simultaneous explosive attacks

satellite in geostationary earth orbit (GEO), all placed so that at

and attacks on communications systems, which are exactly what

least one HEO or GEO satellite is continuously monitoring U.S.

the Dead Hand system would regard as evidence of a U.S. nuclear

ICBMs for indications of launch (Podvig, 2002, p. 49; Podvig,

strike. One would hope that both Russian leadership and Dead

2013).6 However, as of November 2015, Russia only has one opera-

Hand operators would be aware of the potential of an attack from

tional HEO and no GEO early warning satellites. While Russia

countries besides the United States (including surprise attacks) and

has been implementing plans for next-generation early warning

would not necessarily launch nuclear weapons at the United States

satellites, which could provide additional coverage of oceans, and

in such a case.

thus SLBM launches (Podvig, 2004, p. 577), there have been delays
(Podvig, 2014a).7 If Russian early warning systems do not improve,

How Risk Levels Could Rise in the Future

or if they degrade again, future false alarm rates could increase rela-

Since mid-2014, events involving Russia, Ukraine, NATO, and the

tive to historical averages. And, in turn, if Russian early warning

United States suggest a potential increase in the likelihood of a con-

false alarm rates increase, the annual probability of a Russian early

ventional conflict between Russia and U.S. allies or partners near

warning false alarm launch response—or Dead Hand false alarm

Russia. This eventuality would increase the annual probability of a

launch response—is also likely to increase.
Changes in crisis perception rates would result in corresponding

nuclear conflict, inadvertent or otherwise. In terms of the risks of a
launch in response to an early warning system false alarm, readers

changes in risk. If crisis occurrence rates rise, so would the annual

might legitimately expect that improvements in technology and pro-

probability of false alarm scenarios. However, even a low crisis

cedures have reduced false alarm rates from what they were decades

perception rate would be of limited benefit if Russia were to launch

ago. Yet Russia’s early warning system has significantly degraded

in response to a false alarm in a low-tension period or keep the Dead

since the Cold War and is currently at a historical low point in terms

Hand system turned on in a low-tension period: Both of these con-

of coverage, thus decreasing the probability that Russian leaders will

ditions would result in a nonzero probability of a false alarm launch

be continually reassured that no U.S. strike is occurring.

response, even if the crisis perception rate drops to zero.
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that Russian leaders will move away from a launch-on-warning

Early warning system degradation might just
increase the likelihood of misperception.

posture entirely, especially if they are increasingly concerned about
the survivability of the Russian nuclear deterrent. Instead, early
warning system degradation might just increase the likelihood of
misperception, so that “launch on erroneous warning” becomes

Russian Crisis Perception Could Be Linked to Perception of

more likely (Quinlivan and Oliker, 2011, pp. 26–27).

U.S. First-Strike Capability
Current literature suggests a number of near-term issues that

Potential Risk-Reduction Measures

Russian leaders may see as more threatening than U.S. leaders

Some of the steps the United States could take to reduce the poten-

realize—namely, the possibility that the United States could carry

tial risks of an inadvertent nuclear conflict would have very signifi-

out a disabling first strike against Russian nuclear forces. Con-

cant trade-offs. For example, measures to reduce Russian concerns

cerns about U.S. first-strike capability—and intent—increased in

about U.S. first-strike capability could conflict with a requirement

Russia after the 2006 publication of two articles by the U.S. ana-

to maintain a level of U.S. counterforce capabilities, as specified by

lysts Keir Lieber and Daryl Press (2006a, 2006b), which argued

the 2013 U.S. Nuclear Employment Strategy (Secretary of Defense,

that between its missile defenses and its nuclear and conventional

2013). In the following discussion of potential risk-reduction mea-

capabilities, the United States could effectively launch a debilitat-

sures, I use the phrase the United States should consider in a literal

ing first strike against Russia’s arsenal (Quinlivan and Oliker,

way, without prejudice to conclusions.

2011, p. 22).
Compensate for Potential Problems in Russian Early Warning

In addition, Russian concerns about force survivability increase
the probability that when presented with a serious-looking early

Systems

warning system false alarm, Russian leaders would use a launch-

To help reassure Russian leaders that no U.S. attack is occurring—

on-warning response instead of riding out the apparently incom-

and thus reduce the probability of Russian nuclear use in an early

ing attack. Presumably, there would be a higher probability that

warning false alarm or Dead Hand scenario—the United States

Russian leaders would use a launch-on-warning response to a false

should consider steps to compensate for the current limitations in

indication of an incoming attack during a crisis period (when Rus-

the coverage and reliability of Russian early warning systems. This

sia already has heightened expectation of incoming attack) than

could include keeping U.S. SSBNs (ballistic missile submarines) in

during a low-tension, noncrisis period. Some Russian analysts argue

areas covered by Russian early warning satellites (once coverage of a

that a launch-on-warning posture would be the best way to ensure

new Russian satellite network is extensive enough), reopening talks

the deterrent value of Russian nuclear forces. Unfortunately, aware-

on a joint early warning center, or offering to let Russia put launch

ness of early warning system degradation does not necessarily mean

sensors on or near U.S. ICBM silos.
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The United States should also acknowledge and encourage

include using less accurate SLBM warheads, or even partial, verifi-

actions by Russia to make its own investments to improve early

able de-alerting of some ICBMs.

warning systems (to increase the probability that Russian leaders would be able to tell the difference between an early warning

EMP Capabilities Could Be Perceived as Contributing to

system false alarm and an actual incoming attack) and to improve

U.S. First-Strike Capability

the survivability of Russian forces and command and control sys-

There could be significant risks from the use or even just the

tems (to reduce the perceived threat of a U.S. first strike). Probably

development of capabilities of any nonkinetic offensive technolo-

the most important first step in this regard would be for Russia

gies aimed at disrupting command, control, communications,

to launch a replacement for the geostationary-orbit early warning

and intelligence (C3I) systems, via means such as cyberattacks or

satellite it lost in early 2014, which had been its only operating

EMP attacks (Lin, 2013). The use of these capabilities during a

geostationary satellite (Podvig, 2014a; Global Security Newswire,

crisis could be interpreted by Dead Hand operators as evidence of a

2014). A replacement GEO would help Russia to regain simulta-

larger nuclear attack on Russia (either because the Russian opera-

neous coverage from multiple viewing angles, which would help

tors believe that the C3I outage was caused by a large nuclear strike

reduce false alarm rates from satellite sensors. It also could be valu-

or because they believe that a nuclear attack would be preceded by

able for Russia to keep more than one geostationary satellite in its

a debilitating EMP attack to prevent coordinated counterattack).

early warning satellite constellation to avoid further loss of cover-

More perversely, just knowledge of the existence of EMP or cyber-

age in the event that another Russian satellite suddenly becomes

weapons could increase the probability that Russian Dead Hand

inoperative.

operators would interpret a C3I disruption as being caused by or

The United States should also consider making observable

accompanying a U.S. nuclear strike. Accordingly, the United States

but reasonable adjustments to its own forces to reduce its threat

should consider avoiding further development of EMP weapons

to Russian second-strike capability. Reducing the probability of

that could seem aimed at Russian command and control disrup-

Russian crisis perception could reduce the probability of a Rus-

tion. This could help avoid increasing the probabilities of Russian

sian launch-on-warning posture. Such adjustments could be made

crisis perception and of a Russian launch-on-warning posture.

either unilaterally or as part of negotiated cuts. Adjustments might

The United States should also consider making observable but reasonable adjustments to its
own forces to reduce its threat to Russian second-strike capability.
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prevent terrorists or other malefactors from activating it without

The United States should do what it can
to reduce the probability that Russia will
activate the Dead Hand system.

Russian leadership.
For its part, the United States should do what it can to reduce
the probability that Russia will activate the Dead Hand system
(i.e., reduce rates of one-sided crises by reducing the appearance of
preparation for a disabling first strike).

Russia Should Keep Dead Hand Risks from Rising
Recent discussions among Russian analysts suggest that further

Use Risk Models to Help Manage Risks

development of the Dead Hand system could in fact be beneficial,

Last, the United States should consider using fault tree models

insofar as it could help Russia address its current concerns about

as part of a consistent, systematic approach to nuclear war risk

nuclear force survivability (Quinlivan and Oliker, 2011, p. 33).

analysis and avoidance. However, reduction of specific nuclear risks

From a Western perspective, at least one school of thought holds

is not necessarily without trade-offs. For instance, some nuclear war

that Dead Hand procedures could be less dangerous than a Russian

risk-reduction steps could have significant financial costs. There

launch-on-warning posture (Blair, 1995, pp. 54–55). If the Dead

is also the possibility that nuclear war risk-reduction steps might

Hand system were activated, and if Russian leaders were confident

increase risks of other kinds of conflicts. If Russia or other nations

in its reliability, this could reduce the probability of Russian false

perceive that the United States is more concerned about nuclear

alarm launch-on-warning scenarios in a crisis. Russian leaders

risks than in the past, this could increase incentives for attempts at

might not feel the same level of use-them-or-lose-them pressures

nuclear coercion: Nuclear nations might seek to use risks for coer-

that contribute to the risk of a Russian launch-on-warning response

cive leverage against the United States and its allies, and nonnu-

to an early warning false alarm.

clear nations might become more inclined to seek nuclear weapons

Moreover, a Dead Hand system that produced fewer false

to gain such leverage. Additionally, while there is an argument to

indications of attack would help avoid some of the hazards of early

be made for keeping U.S. SSBNs in areas covered by Russian early

warning false alarm scenarios. For this level of reliability, Dead

warning satellites, presumably U.S. leaders would not want to allow

Hand nuclear-detonation sensors need to be able to distinguish

U.S. SSBNs to be located so precisely as to make it much easier for

between an attack from the United States and an attack from

Russia to attack them. Finally, modifications to U.S. SSBN patrol

another nation (such as China), a terrorist strike, or a meteorite

areas might conflict with force concepts of operations in such a

strike. Given the possibilities of tampering or simple command

way as to be unacceptable to U.S. decisionmakers. Analysis of these

and control system failure, a reliable Dead Hand system would

issues is beyond the scope of this report, but decisionmakers should

also need to be essentially immune to tampering or spoofing

consider such trade-offs before implementing measures intended to

efforts. For example, the design of the system would need to

reduce nuclear risks.
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5

Notes

Thompson explained, “The technical name was Perimeter, but some called it
Mertvaya Ruka, Dead Hand” (Thompson, 2009).

1

Although some aspects have likely changed over time, the broad outlines appear
not to have changed much (Marsh, 1985; Wallace, Crissey, and Sennott, 1986;
Sennott, 1988; Mosher et al., 2003; Podvig, 2004, pp. 567, 577–578; Podvig,
2006a; Blair, 2010).

6

At the height of Soviet/Russian satellite coverage, from 1987 until 1996, there
were eight or nine HEO satellites and one GEO satellite (Podvig, 2002, p. 49).

7

The situation was even worse from 2014 to November 2015, when there were no
operational Russian early warning satellites at all (Podvig, 2014a). Reportedly,
Russia has begun launching its next-generation early warning satellite constellation, code-named Tundra, which, despite Tundra’s planned highly elliptical orbit,
“will have true look-down capability and will detect missiles launches originated
from the sea as well as from the U.S. territory” (Podvig, 2014b). A successful
launch occurred in November 2015 of the first new Tundra satellite, with more to
follow (Podvig, 2015b), though Russian early warning satellite launches have often
been delayed far past announced plans (Podvig, 2015a).

2

Details of these and other incidents are given by Blair, 1993, 1995; Sagan, 1993,
Richelson, 1999, pp. 97–98, 246; Pry, 1999; Forden, Podvig, and Postol, 2000;
Forden, 2001; and Mosher et al., 2003.

3

The 1995 Norwegian rocket’s trajectory reportedly appeared on Russian early
warning systems resembling an SLBM launch that could have caused a highaltitude EMP to disable Russian early warning systems—an immediate precursor
to a much larger nuclear attack on Russia (Forden, Podvig, and Postol, 2000;
Mosher et al., 2003 p. 17). However, available historical information does not
clearly indicate that top Russian leaders actually thought that the rocket was an
SLBM for any specific period. Moreover, the National Research Council’s Committee on Conventional Prompt Global Strike Capability (2008) study concluded
that Russian misinterpretation of such launches would be quite unlikely.

4

For discussion and maps of Arctic claims, including Russian claims regarding
the underwater Lomonosov Ridge near the North Pole, see O’Rourke, 2013,
pp. 15–16, and IBRU, 2013. O’Rourke, 2013, pp. 54–58, also discusses varying
views of Arctic interests and security issues by NATO member states and Russia.
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